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Tropical rainfall is important for regional climate around the globe. In a warming climate forced by rising
CO2, the tropical rainfall will increase over the equatorial Pacific where sea surface warming is locally
enhanced. Here, we analyze an idealized CO2 removal experiment from the Carbon Dioxide Removal
Model Intercomparison Project (CDRMIP) and show that the tropical rainfall change features a stronger
pattern during CO2 ramp-down than ramp-up, even under the same global mean temperature increase,
such as the 2 �C goal of the Paris Agreement. The tropical rainfall during CO2 ramp-down increases over
the equatorial Pacific with a southward extension, and decreases over the Pacific intertropical conver-
gence zone and South Pacific convergence zone. The asymmetric rainfall changes between CO2 ramp-
down and ramp-up result from time-varying contributions of the fast and slow oceanic responses to
CO2 forcing, defined as the responses to abrupt CO2 forcing in the first 10 years and thereafter, respec-
tively, in the abrupt-4xCO2 experiment. The fast response follows the CO2 evolution, but the slow
response does not peak until 60 years after the CO2 peak. The slow response features a stronger El
Niño-like pattern, as the ocean dynamical thermostat effect is suppressed under stronger subsurface
warming. The delayed and stronger slow response leads to stronger tropical rainfall changes during
CO2 ramp-down. Our results indicate that returning the global mean temperature increase to below a cer-
tain goal, such as 2 �C, by removing CO2, may fail to restore tropical convection distribution, with poten-
tially devastating effects on climate worldwide.

� 2022 Science China Press. Published by Elsevier B.V. and Science China Press. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Anthropogenic changes in tropical rainfall are of great impor-
tance to regional climate via atmospheric teleconnections [1,2]
and by affecting the El Niño–Southern Oscillation [3]. In a warming
climate, global precipitation is projected to increase under ener-
getic constraint [1,4]. The mechanisms for tropical rainfall changes
under increasing CO2 radiative forcing have been widely studied,
including the wet-get-wetter [4,5] and warmer-get-wetter [6–10]
mechanisms. The former highlights the increased rainfall in con-
vective regions, and the latter focuses on the influence of the sea
surface temperature (SST) warming pattern.
Towards the goal of returning the global mean temperature
increase to below a certain goal, the CO2 concentration could need
to ramp down after the current ramp up (hereafter referred to sim-
ply as CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down) [11,12]. One of the most impor-
tant climate changes during CO2 ramp-down is the stronger
hydrological cycle than during ramp-up at the same CO2 level
[13–16], due to the previously accumulated heat in the ocean.
Recent studies have revealed asymmetrical responses of the
intertropical convergence zone and East Asian summer rainfall
[17,18], highlighting the implications of an idealized CO2 removal
scenario to the real world. Tropical rainfall change is likely to differ
between the ramp-up and ramp-down periods, but the details of
this asymmetry are not well understood. The pattern of tropical
rainfall change can be influenced by processes at multiple time-
scales, such as the fast direct radiative effect [15,19,20], the fast
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ocean response to CO2 during the first 10 years and the subsequent
slow response [21–23]. Moreover, these multi-timescale processes
could be tangled up during a combined ramp-up/ramp-down sce-
nario, forming a complex time-evolving pattern of tropical rainfall
changes [19,21,24–26].

Here, we use two idealized CO2 experiments—namely,
1pctCO2 from phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP6) [27,28] and 1pctCO2-cdr from the Carbon
Dioxide Removal Model Intercomparison Project (CDRMIP)
[24]—to represent CO2 ramp-up and ramp-down, respectively.
By combining years 1–139 in 1pctCO2 and years 1–140 in
1pctCO2-cdr, we can obtain a CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down scenario
of CO2 emissions (green curve in Fig. 1a). The CO2 continuously
increases at 1% a�1 from the pre-industrial level to a quadrupled
level during the ramp-up period, followed by a ramp-down at
the same rate of 1% a�1 to reach the pre-industrial level where
it is maintained for the final 60 years. The climatology of
the first 100 years in the piControl experiment of CMIP6
defines the reference. A detailed description of the experiments
is provided next, in Section 2.
Fig. 1. Evolution of global mean and patterns of change in surface temperature and rainfa
atmospheric CO2 concentration (green) and the annual-mean changes in global mea
experiment. The dashed vertical line indicates year 140, when the CO2 concentration
representative time slices of 2 �C global mean warming during ramp-up and ramp-down
components in the 2 �C warming time slices during CO2 ramp-up (b, d, f) and ramp-down
(interval: 2 mm d�1). The spatial correlation coefficients between the sum of the thermod
right corners of (b) and (c). Stippling in (b–g) indicates that at least five out of six mode
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. CMIP6

We use four experiments from six CMIP6 models (https://esgf-
node.llnl.gov/projects/esgf-llnl/) [27] in this study: piControl,
abrupt-4xCO2, 1pctCO2 and 1pctCO2-cdr [24]. The details of these
experiments are provided in Table 1. The 1pctCO2 experiment is
150 years long; however, the CO2 concentration reaches four times
that of piControl after 139 years. In the 1pctCO2-cdr experiment,
after 140 years of CO2 removal, a pre-industrial CO2 level must
be held for at least 60 years. We combine years 1–139 in 1pctCO2
and 1–140 in 1pctCO2-cdr to obtain a CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down
scenario of CO2 emissions. Therefore, across the whole CO2 ramp-
up/ramp-down experiment, the CO2 ramp-up period is years
1–139, the ramp-down period is years 140–279, and thereafter
the stabilization period at the pre-industrial CO2 level is years
280–339. In terms of model selection, those models that partici-
pate in these experiments and provide the variables needed in this
study are chosen, which are: ACCESS-ESM1-5, CanESM5, CESM2,
ll during the CO2 ramp-up and ramp-down periods. (a) The 21-year running mean of
n surface temperature (red) and rainfall (blue) in the CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down
peaks. The two grey bands covering years 62–81 and 237–256 denote the two
. Changes in tropical rainfall (b, c) and the thermodynamic (d, e) and dynamic (f, g)
(c, e, g). The contours in (b) represent the climatology of tropical rainfall in piControl
ynamic and dynamic components and tropical rainfall changes are shown in the top-
ls agree on the sign of the multi-model mean.

https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/esgf-llnl/
https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/esgf-llnl/


Table 1
Experiments used in this study.

Experiment
name

Experiment design Time

piControl Pre-industrial control simulation (the global
mean atmospheric CO2 concentration of
284.7 ppm)

At least
500 years

abrupt-
4xCO2

Forced by an abruptly quadrupling of the pre-
industrial CO2 level (1138.8 ppm), which is then
held constant for 150 years

150 years

1pctCO2 Forced by CO2 increased at a rate of 1% a�1 from
the pre-industrial CO2 level

150 years

1pctCO2-
cdr

Forced by CO2 decreased at a rate of 1% a�1 from
the quadrupled to pre-industrial CO2 level, which
is then held constant for 60 years

At least
200 years
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CNRM-ESM2-1, GFDL-ESM4, and MIROC-ES2L. We perform the
sign agreement test to examine whether or not the regional cli-
mate change is robust in individual models.
2.2. Fast and slow decomposition of the climate response

The regional climate response to CO2 forcing is contributed to
the processes at different timescales. Specifically, there are three
main components related to different timescales—rapid adjust-
ment, and fast and slow SST-driven responses [21,22]. The first of
these, i.e., rapid adjustment, is the direct response of the climate
to CO2 forcing on short timescales of weeks to months, while the
latter two, i.e., the fast and slow SST-driven responses, are the
responses induced by the short- and long-term SST responses,
respectively. Previous studies [21,22] have proposed a timescale
decomposition method to elucidate the processes at different time-
scales, based on the linear assumption that the climate response
under any CO2 forcing scenario can be reconstructed by the sum
of responses at different timescales to abrupt CO2 forcing [29].
The abrupt CO2 forcing in the abrupt-4xCO2 experiment induces
rapid warming before year 10, after which the rate of global warm-
ing decreases to below 0.1 �C a–1 (Fig. S1a online). A similar evolu-
tion can be found in the response of tropical-mean rainfall (Fig. S1b
online).

Following this method in the literatures [21,22], the rapid
adjustment and fast SST-driven response are considered together
as a total fast response, while the slow SST-driven response is con-
sidered as the slow response. The fast response is defined as the
difference between the climatology of years 1–10 (initiated from
year 1) in the abrupt-4xCO2 experiment and the pre-industrial cli-
matology of the first 100 years in the piControl experiment. The
slow response is defined as the difference between the climatology
of years 131–150 and that of years 1–10 in the abrupt-4xCO2
experiment. Although the climatology calculated from the 10-
year datasets (from year 1 to year 10) could include the signal of
internal variability, the global warming trend dominates the SST
changes in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific (5�S–5�N,
160�–80�W) in the abrupt-4xCO2 experiment, as shown in Fig. S2
(online).

In the CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down experiment, the contributions
of the fast and slow responses to global warming are calculated
based on their spatial patterns of global surface warming (Fig. S3
online). For any given year, the annual-mean surface warming pat-
tern can be regressed onto the surface warming pattern of the fast
and slow responses normalized by their corresponding global
mean surface temperature. In the spatial regression, the two-
dimensional array of the surface warming pattern is first reshaped
into a one-dimensional array. This multiple linear regression can
be expressed as
1704
DTup=down tð Þ ¼ F tð Þ � DT fast

DT fast
þ S tð Þ � DTslow

DTslow
þ r tð Þ; ð1Þ

where DTup=down tð Þ is the surface warming pattern in the CO2

ramp-up/ramp-down simulation; DT fast and DTslow are the surface
warming patterns of the fast and slow responses, respectively; D
represents change under CO2 forcing; and the overbar indicates
the global mean. As the regression coefficients, F tð Þ and S tð Þ define
the time-varying contributions of responses at different timescales
to the warming during CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down. As a residual
component, r tð Þ is linearly independent from the fast and slow
responses. The reconstruction of the global mean DT (magenta
curve in Fig. 2g) by the DT fast and DTslow resembles the evolution
of directly projected global mean DT (black curve in Fig. 2g). All
the analyses for Eq. (1) are performed based on the annual-mean
and multi-model ensemble mean.

2.3. Reconstruction of the time-dependent response

The F tð Þ and S tð Þ coefficients are further used to reconstruct the
fast and slow responses of other variables [21,22], such as the pre-
cipitation or circulation, in the CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down experi-
ment. The reconstructed fast and slow responses of variable Y
along with the evolution of the CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down scenario
(DYCDR fast tð Þ and DYCDR slow tð Þ) can be expressed as
DYCDR fast tð Þ ¼ F tð Þ � DY fast

DT fast
; ð2Þ

and

DYCDR slow tð Þ ¼ S tð Þ � DYslow

DTslow
; ð3Þ

where DY fast and DYslow are the corresponding fast and slow
responses, respectively.

2.4. Surface energy budget analyses

The formation of the changes in the SST pattern can be evalu-
ated based on the ocean surface energy budget balance [6]. In
the ocean mixed layer, it can be written as

DQt ¼ DDo þ DQnet; ð4Þ
where Qt ¼ qoCph@T=@t is the heat storage of the mixed layer, in
which qo and Cp are the density and specific heat of seawater, h
is the depth of the mixed layer and T is the SST; Do is the ocean
heat transport convergence; and Qnet ¼ Q S þ Q L þ QH þ QE is the
net surface heat flux (or the ocean heat uptake), in which Q S is
the net surface shortwave radiation flux, Q L is the net surface
longwave radiation flux, and QH and QE are the surface sensible
and latent heat flux, respectively. Positive flux denotes warming
of the ocean. Here, the h in the tropical ocean is chosen as a con-
stant of 50 m for simplicity, as in a previous study [30]. Due to
the varying mixed-layer depth outside the tropics, the global pat-
tern of ocean surface energy budget is just for rough reference.
The oceanic dynamics Do can be diagnosed by the surface energy
budget balance, i.e., Eq. (4).

Moreover, Do can be further decomposed into changes in the
ocean three-dimensional advection, as follows:

DDo ¼ �qoCp

Z 0

�h
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dzþ
Z 0
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Fig. 2. Pattern of tropical SST changes and the timescale decomposition. Changes in tropical SST in 2 �C warming time slices during CO2 ramp-up (a) and -down (b). The
normalized fast (c) and slow (d) changes in tropical SST. (e, f) As in (c, d) but with the tropical mean (shown in the top-right corner) removed. (g) The 21-year running mean
contribution of the fast (F tð Þ; blue) and slow (S tð Þ; red) responses in the CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down experiment. Their sum (purple) is shown to compare with the total global
mean warming (black). The dashed vertical line and two grey bands are the same as in Fig. 1a.
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where T represents the ocean temperature, u, v , and w are the
zonal, meridional and vertical ocean current, respectively; and DR
is the residual term, including the changes in heat transport related
to certain subgrid-scale processes [31]. For simplicity, we rewrite
Eq. (5) as
DDo ¼ DDu T þ Du DT þ DDv T þ Dv DT þ DDw T þ Dw DT þ DR; ð6Þ
in which DDu T , DDv T , and DDw T denote the changes in heat trans-
port due to changes in ocean currents, and Du DT , Dv DT , and Dw DT

denote the changes in heat transport due to changes in temperature
gradients. Limited by the ocean variables provided by the CDRMIP
models, we only perform the analysis related to Eqs. (5) and (6)
on the fast and slow responses based on the piControl and
abrupt-4xCO2 experiments in five out of the six models, i.e., all
models except GFDL-ESM4.
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3. Results

3.1. Asymmetric change in tropical rainfall between the CO2 ramp-up
and ramp-down

During the CO2 ramp-up and ramp-down periods, the changes
in global mean surface temperature (DT; red curve in Fig. 1a) and
rainfall (DP; blue curve in Fig. 1a) are obviously asymmetric and
lag the CO2 concentration, agreeing with previous studies [15,16].
Two 20-year slices (years 62–81 and 237–256; gray bands in
Fig. 1a), representative of when the global mean surface warming
increases to 2 �C during CO2 ramp-up and returns to 2 �C during
CO2 ramp-down, are chosen to exclude the influence of the well-
known delay in global mean surface warming during CO2 ramp-
down (Fig. 1a) [15,16]. The tropical rainfall changes during CO2

ramp-up (DPup; Fig. 1b) mainly show a hook-like increase pattern
over the equatorial Pacific, consistent with the result in the
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RCP4.5 experiment of CMIP5 models [32]. The rainfall changes dur-
ing CO2 ramp-down (DPdown; Fig. 1c) are much stronger than DPup,
with stronger spatial variation. The root-mean-square of DPdown in
Fig. 1c is around 25% larger than that of DPup in Fig. 1b. Differing to
DPup, the positive changes in DPdown over the equatorial Pacific
extend southwards along the equatorward flank of the South Paci-
fic convergence zone (SPCZ), and there are apparent negative
changes over the Pacific intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)
and SPCZ (Fig. S4 online). The pattern of DPdown, i.e., a
southward-shifting Pacific ITCZ and a northward-shifting SPCZ,
suggests a stronger narrowing of the tropical rainfall band than
that of DPup [10,33]. The results in Fig. 1 are analyzed based on
two selected parameters—the 20-year periods and the 2 �C global
mean warming. We also carry out the analysis on the basis of
30- and 40-year time slices with 2 �C warming (Figs. S5 and S6
online), and with 1 and 3 �C warming (Figs. S7 and S8 online). All
the results are closely consistent with those in Fig. 1, indicating
the conclusions are independent of the parameters.

Based on the moisture budget, DP can be decomposed into the
thermodynamic and dynamic components related to the moisture
and circulation changes, respectively: DP � � 1

qg Dq �xþ q � Dxð Þ
[5,10,34], where q is the surface specific humidity, x is the 500-
hPa vertical velocity, q is the density of water and g denotes grav-
itational acceleration. The constants are omitted for conciseness
hereafter. The patterns of the sum of Dq �x and q � Dx (Fig. S9
online) closely resemble those of DPup and DPdown, respectively.

The thermodynamic component (�Dq �x; Fig. 1d, e) shows
increased precipitation over the rising branches of background
tropical circulation, reflecting the wet-get-wetter mechanism
[4,5]. In the two representative time slices of 2 �C global mean
warming, � Dq �xð Þup and � Dq �xð Þdown are almost the same
(Fig. 1d, e). As a result, the different DP between CO2 ramp-up
and ramp-down is dominated by the dynamic components
(� q � Dxð Þup and � q � Dxð Þdown; Fig. 1f, g). The � q � Dxð Þup mainly
shows a zonal dipole structure between the tropical Pacific and
Indian oceans, whereas � q � Dxð Þdown is characterized by negative
changes over the climatological rain band and positive changes
over the equatorial Pacific with some southward extension. The
magnitudes of DPup and DPdown are much weaker over the tropical
Indian Ocean than over the tropical Pacific owing to the counterac-
tion between �Dq �x and �q � Dx.

The dynamic component mainly reflects the warmer-get-wetter
mechanism, dominated by the SST warming pattern [6,7,14,35].
Fig. 2a, b shows the SST changes in the 2 �C warming time slices
during CO2 ramp-up (DSSTup) and ramp-down (DSSTdown). An El
Niño-like warming pattern [36] emerges during ramp-up
(Fig. 2a), but it is much stronger during ramp-down, and with
wider meridional extension (Fig. 2b). This El Niño-like warming
pattern shows little seasonal variation (figure not shown), leading
to an almost constant effect on the equatorial Pacific. Moreover,
the SST increase is stronger over the northern than the southern
hemisphere during CO2 ramp-up, consistent with previous results
under scenarios of monotonic CO2 increase [19,37], whereas the
inter-hemispheric difference in DSSTup almost disappears during
ramp-down (Fig. 2b). As a result, the DSSTdown in the tropics is
dominated by the El Niño-like warming pattern with a stronger
meridional gradient and a wider southward extension in the trop-
ical Pacific.

3.2. Fast and slow responses of tropical SST change

The time-dependent SST responses during the two periods are a
hybrid of responses at different timescales [15,19,26,38,39]. Fig. 2c,
d shows the normalized fast and slow responses of the tropical SST
(DSSTfast and DSSTslow), respectively. The DSSTfast exhibits an appar-
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ent inter-hemispheric difference (Fig. 2c) like that of the DSSTup in
Fig. 2a, which is weak in DSSTslow. The almost absent inter-
hemispheric difference in DSSTslow could be related to the reverse
changes in ocean heat uptake of the Southern Ocean in the slow
response relative to the fast response [15,16,40–42]. On the other
hand, the main feature of DSSTslow is the El Niño-like warming pat-
tern over the eastern equatorial Pacific, with a much stronger
amplitude and wider southward extension than DSSTup [22]. The
distinctions between the patterns of DSSTfast and DSSTslow can be
observedmore clearly in the relative SST changes (Fig. 2e, f), defined
as the deviation from the tropical mean [6,10]. The spatial gradient
of the relativeDSSTslow, especially in the tropical Pacific, ismuch lar-
ger than that of the relative DSSTfast, implying stronger impacts of
DSSTslow than DSSTfast under the same global mean warming [43].

The formation of distinct patterns of the fast and slow SST
changes can be investigated from the decomposition of the surface
energy budget (Fig. S10 online). For the SST changes in the mid-to-
high latitudes, the inter-hemispheric difference in DSSTup can be
clearly understood from the reverse DDo of the Southern Ocean
(Fig. S10k, l online) leading to reverse changes in the ocean heat
uptake of the Southern Ocean. In the fast response, there is surface
warming (Fig. S3a online) and negative DDo (Fig. S10k online) along
the southern flank of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (45�–
60�S), denoting additional heat is absorbed by the ocean. In the
slow response, the positive DDo of the Antarctic Circumpolar Cur-
rent (Fig. S10l online) and equatorial Pacific, reflecting that the
ocean loses heat to the atmosphere, explains the weak inter-
hemispheric difference and strong El Niño-like warming pattern
in DSSTslow, respectively.

To reveal the regional processes responsible for forming the
stronger El Niño-like warming pattern in DSSTslow than in DSSTfast,
we decompose the tropical DDo into the changes in heat transport
due to changes in ocean currents (DDu T , DDv T , and DDw T) and tem-
perature gradients (Du DT , Dv DT , and Dw DT ). The sum of all decom-
posed components (Fig. S10 online) accords well with the DDo

calculated as the residual of the sea surface energy budget balance
(Eq. (4)). Among all the components (Fig. S11 online), terms DDu T ,
DDw T , and Dw DT contribute most to the formation of the stronger
El Niño-like warming pattern in DSSTslow (Fig. 3). The two terms
DDu T (Fig. 3c, d) and DDw T (Fig. 3e, f) are associated with the slow-
down of oceanic circulation (Fig. 3i, j) andWalker circulation under
global warming [44,45]. However, the stronger slowdown in circu-
lation could be coupledwith the stronger El Niño-like warming pat-
tern due to the Bjerknes feedback, suggesting an amplifying effect
on, but not the cause of, the SST warming pattern.

The negative Dw DT reflects the ocean dynamical thermostat
(ODT) mechanism [23,46,47], which is induced by faster surface
warming under the CO2 radiative forcing. The negative Dw DT with
the ODT mechanism favors a La Niña-like warming pattern, con-
tributing negatively to the overall El Niño-like warming pattern
[47,48]. In the fast response, the surface warming is much larger
than the subsurface (below 100 m) warming (Fig. 3i), inducing a
strong ODT effect (Fig. 3g); whereas in the slow response, the sub-
surface warming is more enhanced (Fig. 3j), suggesting a more sup-
pressed ODT effect (Fig. 3h). As a result, the more suppressed
negative effect of the ODT mechanism in the slow response leads
to a stronger overall oceanic dynamic effect (DDo, Fig. 3a, b), and
thus a stronger El Niño-like warming pattern, in DSSTslow, similar
to the findings of a previous study [49].
3.3. Varying contributions of fast and slow responses

The contribution of the fast response (F tð Þ; blue curve in Fig. 2g)
increases linearly during CO2 ramp-up, as revealed in previous
studies [21,22], and then falls during CO2 ramp-down, largely fol-



Fig. 3. Fast and slow changes in ocean heat transport in the mixed layer during CO2 ramp-up and ramp-down. The normalized fast (a) and slow (b) changes in ocean heat
transport calculated by the diagnostic relationship in Eq. (4). (c, d) As in (a, b) but for the ocean zonal heat transports due to the changes in ocean zonal currents. (e, f) As in (a,
b) but for the ocean vertical heat transports due to the changes in ocean vertical currents. (g, h) As in (a, b) but for the ocean vertical heat transport due to the changes in ocean
temperature. (i, j) As in (a, b) but for the changes in equatorial-mean (2.5�S–2.5�N) ocean temperature (shaded) and currents (vectors) in the Pacific. The vertical velocity is
multiplied by 105 for display purposes, and vectors that do not pass the sign agreement test are omitted. Stippling indicates that at least five out of six models agree on the
sign of the multi-model mean.
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lowing the time evolution of the CO2 concentration (green curve in
Fig. 1a) with a small delay of 10 years. In contrast, the contribution
of the slow response (S tð Þ; red curve in Fig. 2g) is not pronounced
during the first 40 years [21,22] and gradually increases until
60 years after the CO2 starting to ramp down, lagging the peak
CO2 concentration remarkably. After the CO2 concentration
restores to the pre-industrial CO2 level (year 279), the slow
response dominates the total climate response. The linear combi-
nation of the asynchronous fast and slow responses can depict
the time-varying response during CO2 ramp-up and ramp-down
well.

The tropical circulation is the key bridge across which the pat-
tern of SST change influences the dynamic component of rainfall
changes in the warmer-get-wetter mechanism [6]. The fast circula-
tion changes (Dxfast; Fig. 4a) differ notably from the slow circula-
tion changes (Dxslow; Fig. 4b), both in pattern and amplitude. The
Dxfast presents a near dipole pattern over the tropical Pacific–
Indian Ocean (Fig. 4a). The Dxslow, much stronger than Dxfast, exhi-
bits upward changes over the equatorial Pacific and its southern
1707
flank and downward changes over the climatological rain band
(Fig. 4b). The Dxfast and Dxslow dominate the patterns of the
dynamic components of the fast (� q � Dxð Þfast; Fig. 4c) and slow
(� q � Dxð Þslow; Fig. 4d) responses, respectively, due to theweak spa-
tial gradient of background moisture. The discrepancies between
� q � Dxð Þfast and � q � Dxð Þslow correspond to those between
DSSTfast andDSSTslow, following thewarmer-get-wettermechanism.
From a zonal-mean perspective, the southward shift of the ITCZ in
the northern hemisphere and the wider southward extension of
upward changes over the equatorial Pacific in � q � Dxð Þslow could
induce a southward shift of the tropical rainfall band, implying a role
played by the inter-hemispheric difference in global SST changes
(Fig. S3 online) due to the global energy balance [18,50]. Regionally,
however, the northward shift of the SPCZ in� q � Dxð Þslow is contrary
to the southward shift of the zonal-mean rain band, highlighting the
role of the tropical pattern of DSSTslow [14].

Regarding the thermodynamic component, although the pat-
tern of fast moisture changes (Dqfast; Fig. S12a online) differs from
that of the slow moisture changes (Dqslow; Fig. S12b online), the



Fig. 4. Patterns of fast and slow changes in tropical rainfall, circulation and the dynamic components. The normalized fast (a) and slow (b) changes in 500-hPa vertical
pressure velocity. (c, d) As in (a, b) but for the dynamic component of tropical rainfall changes. (e, f) As in (a, b) but for the tropical rainfall changes. Stippling indicates that at
least five out of six models agree on the sign of the multi-model mean.
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weak spatial gradients in moisture changes cannot induce appar-
ent differences in the thermodynamic components of the fast and
slow responses (Fig. S12c, d online), which both show a wet-get-
wetter pattern at the climatological rain band. The thermodynamic
components can offset the decreases in the dynamic components
at the climatological rain band, resulting in the fast and slow rain-
fall changes (Fig. 4e, f), basically following a warmer-get-wetter
pattern [6]. In addition, DPslow shows stronger positive changes
than DPfast in the equatorial Pacific and apparent negative changes
in the Pacific ITCZ and SPCZ (Fig. 3e, f), as in the dynamic compo-
nents (Fig. 3c, d) and the circulation changes (Fig. 3a, b) driven
by DSSTslow. The stronger increase of DPslow than DPfast in the equa-
torial Pacific indicates a stronger narrowing of the ITCZ in the slow
response corresponding to the pattern of DSSTslow with a stronger
El Niño-like pattern. For the Indian Ocean, the horizontal gradients
of DSSTfast and DSSTslow (Fig. 2c–f) are weaker relative to those over
the Pacific, and the dynamic component basically counteracts the
thermodynamic component (Fig. 1d–g). Therefore, the difference
between DPup and DPdown is weak in the Indian Ocean, although
there are some differences between DSSTfast and DSSTslow (Fig. 2).

Based on the mechanisms revealed from the decomposed fast
and slow changes in rainfall, circulation and relative SST, it is pos-
sible to understand the time evolution of their changes during CO2

ramp-up/ramp-down. The fast and slow changes during a given
period can be reconstructed by the time-varying coefficients (F tð Þ
and S tð Þ) and the spatial patterns (Figs. 2c, d and 4) of the fast
and slow responses [21] (see Methods section for further details).
As expected with the time-varying coefficients (Fig. 2g), the fast
SST changes are much stronger than the slow SST changes during
CO2 ramp-up, and vice versa during CO2 ramp-down (Fig. S13
online). However, the spatial gradient of the relative DSSTup-slow

(Fig. 5b) is comparable with that of the relative DSSTup-fast

(Fig. 5a), whereas the relative DSSTdown-slow (Fig. 5d) overwhelms
the relative DSSTdown-fast (Fig. 5c). Driven by these relative DSST,
the respective dynamic components (Fig. 5e–h) basically follow
the patterns of the dynamic components in Fig. 4c, d and the
amplitudes of these relative DSST.
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The negative rainfall changes in the dynamic component during
CO2 ramp-up (Fig. 5e, f) over the climatological rain band are offset
by the thermodynamic component (figure not shown) [5,7,10,34],
leading to only positive rainfall changes in the tropical Pacific
(DPup-fast and DPup-slow; Fig. 5i, j). In contrast, during the CO2

ramp-down period, the strong negative changes of
� q � Dxð Þup-slow (Fig. 5h) over the Pacific ITCZ and SPCZ cannot be
totally offset by the increased rainfall from the thermodynamic
component (Fig. 1f). These patterns lead to apparent negative rain-
fall changes over the Pacific ITCZ and SPCZ during CO2 ramp-down
(Figs. 1c and 5l).
4. Discussion

Our results show that the tropical rainfall change has stronger
spatial variations during CO2 ramp-down than ramp-up, with the
difference characterized as positive over the equatorial Pacific with
a southward extension, and negative over the Pacific ITCZ and
SPCZ. These distinct rainfall patterns can be understood by the
time-varying contributions from the fast and slow responses dur-
ing CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down. The fast response largely follows
the CO2 concentration, with a small delay of 10 years, but the slow
response peaks around 60 years after CO2 starts to ramp down. The
pattern of SST change in the slow response is dominated by an El
Niño-like pattern, with a stronger meridional gradient and wider
southward extension than that of the fast response, inducing larger
rainfall and circulation changes. The larger contribution of the slow
response and the larger impacts of slow SST changes during CO2

ramp-down together form the pattern of tropical rainfall changes.
The tropical rainfall change with stronger spatial variation during
CO2 ramp-down is independent of the well-known delay of the glo-
bal mean temperature response to CO2 ramp-down. Our study sug-
gests another great concern for the persistent impacts of CO2

emissions as we strive for a certain goal of global mean tempera-
ture increase by removing CO2 in the immediate future.



Fig. 5. Patterns of the fast and slow changes in relative SST, rainfall, and the dynamic component during CO2 ramp-up and ramp-down. The fast (a, c) and slow (b, d) changes
in tropical SST in 2 �C warming time slices during CO2 ramp-up (a, b) and ramp-down (c, d), in which the tropical mean (shown in the top-right corner) is removed. (e–h) As in
(a–d) but for the dynamic component of tropical rainfall changes. (i–l) As in (a–d) but for the tropical rainfall changes. Stippling in (e–l) indicates that at least five out of six
models agree on the sign of the multi-model mean.
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The analyses in this study are mainly based on the six CMIP6
models participating in CDRMIP/CMIP6, which are the only avail-
able simulations we can access at present. Due to the limited num-
ber of models, the multi-model mean result shown here may be
model-dependent [51,52]. In particular, the present models sug-
gested a robust El Niño-like warming pattern over the tropical
Pacific (one of the dominant factors for tropical climate changes
[8,49,53–56]), but the SST warming pattern in the tropical Pacific
remains controversial [57,58]. This debatable projection of the
SST warming pattern will almost certainly influence the robustness
of the changes in tropical rainfall under a CO2 removal scenario.
Such uncertainty due to model limitations might also influence
the seasonality of tropical climate change [10,59], even though
the present analyses show that the seasonality of the SST warming
pattern is weak relative to the annual mean. Thus, more models
need to participate in CDRMIP so that we can study the climate
response to a CO2 removal scenario more effectively.

In the present study, the evolution of regional SST is simplified
into fast and slow processes. However, the two processes cannot
totally depict all the responses of regional SST to CO2 forcing
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[21,22]. Fig. S14 (online) validates the applicability of the recon-
structed fast and slow responses, and the spatial correlation coef-
ficients of the reconstructions with the directly projected
changes are shown in the top-right corners of the panels in the
left-hand column of Fig. S14 (online). Although the sum of the
reconstructed fast and slow responses captures the main changes,
there are some residuals at the southern flank of the equatorial
Pacific (Fig. S14d, h, l online) during CO2 ramp-down, implying that
there could, besides the fast and slow processes defined here, be
other as yet unclear processes. For the mid-to-high latitudes, the
tipping elements in the climate system, such as the Arctic amplifi-
cation [60] and Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation [18],
are not linearly dependent on the global mean surface warming
[61]. Therefore, the fast–slow timescale decomposition method is
limited in terms of capturing the linear responses to global mean
surface warming. The residual component should be considered
in future work to reveal potential nonlinear processes.

This study mainly focuses on the tropical rainfall over ocean
and emphasizes the role of local SST changes, since the majority
of the tropics is covered by ocean. However, the changes in rainfall
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over land and the associated mechanisms could be different from
those over ocean [62–64], which should be studied in the future.
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